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• This class will focus on using an iPad to annotate notes during site and 
laboratory examinations.  Specifically, instruction will be given on how to 
setup the iPad and discussions will be held regarding various applications 
(apps) that can be installed on the iPad to facilitate documenting the scene.  
Many apps will be discussed in detail to demonstrate the functionality and 
capabilities that the iPad provides to the fire investigator.

Overview
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• Schaefer Engineering does not endorse any specific product or application 
mentioned in this presentation, nor guarantee the functionality of any product 
or application.  Each user assumes responsibility of their own device and any 
application that they may install.

Disclaimer

iPads

• Various capacity levels available: 16GB, 32GB, 64GB, 128GB

– 32GB should be adequate to meet the needs of most investigators

– If you plan to use the device for extensive personal usage as well, a 
64GB or 128GB may be required

• Wi-Fi only vs. Wi-Fi + Cellular

– Cellular function will allow you connect while in the field, which is 
advantageous

– In  order for the cellular functionality to work, a cellular plan will have to 
be purchased separately

• Cost

– Ranges from $500 to $800 for Wi-Fi only

– Ranges from $600 to $900 for Wi-Fi + Cellular

– Cellular functionality requires a plan thru your provider

iPad Options
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Battery 
Management

• Turn OFF AirDrop (iPhone 5, 5s, 5c)

– Simply swipe up from your home screen to bring up the Control Center, 
then tap AirDrop. Select Off when you're not using it.

• Turn OFF Background App Referesh

– Settings > General > Background App Refresh

• Disable auto app updates; manually update at your convenience

– Tap the Settings icon, scroll down to iTunes & App Store and turn off 
the Updates and Apps settings

• Turn OFF frequent location learning

– Settings > Privacy > Location Services > System Services, then 
switch off the Frequent Locations option

• Turn ON reduce motion

– Settings > General > Accessibility > Reduce Motion

• Disable Siri’s “raise to speak” feature or Siri all together

– Settings > General > Siri, then disable the Raise to Speak

Battery Life

• Prevent Spotlight Search from indexing unnecessary files

– Settings > General > Spotlight Search

• Limit notifications (notifications themselves don’t drain the battery but you 
checking them does)

– Settings > Notification Center

– Set Alert Style to None for notifications that you don’t need to see

• Turn OFF auto-brightness and adjust manually

– Settings > Wallpapers & Brightness

– Brightness can easily be adjusted from the control center by swipping up 
from the home screen

• Don’t use “dynamic”  wallpapers

– Settings > Wallpapers & Brightness

– Choose Wallpaper from still or static photo

• Watch videos and listen to music sparingly

• Limit downloading and streaming

Battery Life
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• Disable location related system services

– Settings > Privacy > Location Services

– Turn off any service that doesn’t need it

• Switch email from “push” to “fetch”

– Settings > Mail, Contacts, Calendar, then scroll down to Fetch New 
Data

– Disable Push

• Enable Wi-Fi while at work or home

– Control Center, tap the Wi-Fi button

– Disable wi-fi if you know no networks are available

• Disable Bluetooth if you aren’t using it

– Control Center, tap the Bluetooth button

• Switch to “airplane mode” if no cellular service is available

– Control Center, tap the Airplane Mode button

Battery Life

• Disable 4G (and LTE) connectivity

– When not using high-bandwidth applications, streaming videos, or 
tethered to a laptop or tablet, you can disable 4G and LTE connectivity 
altogether. You'll receive slower download speeds (albeit still rather fast 
by modern standards) but it will also help conserve your iPhone's battery 
throughout the day.

– Settings > Cellular, then switch off the Enable 4G (or Enable LTE on 
newer models) button.

• Reduce auto-lock period to switch off backlight

– Settings > General > Auto-Lock, then set this to 1 Minute or 2 Minutes

• Disable unnecessary vibrations

– Settings > Sounds

• Regularly close unused or dormant apps

– double-press the Home button on your iPhone, and swipe up on any 
open app to close it

Battery Life

• Check for iOS updates regularly for unfixable bugs

– Settings > General and then Software Update

• Be aware of where you put your device

– The warmer your device gets, the faster the battery will deplete

– Don’t keep your phone in your pocket

• Adjust human behavior

– Don’t check your phone so much!

• Extend your battery life by cheating

– Buy an external battery

– Keep a charger and/or cable with you all the time and charger your 
device anytime a power source is available

– Remember that an iPad requires more power to charge than an iPhone.  
An iPad will not charge from a standard USB port like an iPhone will

– But you can charge your iPhone with any USB port

• Plug adapter, computer, TV, car

Battery Life
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Accessories

• Various cases, covers and sleeves are available to suit each individual’s 
preferences

• For field work it is recommended to use an enclosed case with an integrated 
screen protector

– Griffin Survivor ($80)

– Otterbox Defender ($60)

– Lifeproof -fre($110)

• An additional sleeve may be required to protect the screen during travel if the 
case does not include one

Protecting Your Investment

• Hand straps & Shoulder straps

– Must be compatible with the case

• Styluses

– Many to choose from based on user preferences

• Adapters

– Used to connect various other components to the iPad

• Keyboards

– Connect wirelessly to allow for traditional typing versus using the 
touchscreen

Accessories
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• Hand straps & Shoulder straps

– Must be compatible with the case

Accessories

• Stylus

– Gives you a “pen & paper” feel to using the iPad

– Various brands with different feels to suit the preference of the user

• Jot Pro by Adonit

• New Trent Arcadia

• Targus

• Wacom Bamboo

• Griffin

– Have a backup in case you loose one or it gets damaged

Accessories

• Pros

– Precision: Best

– Most “pen” like feel

– Doesn’t have a tip that can rip

– Discs are replaceable

– Comes with a pen cap

• Cons

– Makes a clicking noise when tapping the screen

– Dirt can collect under the disc and can scratch the screen cover

– There is a magnet inside, so be aware of that

– If you drop it the tip will probably break

• Cost

– $30

Adonit JotPro Stylus
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• Pros

– Precision: Good

– Micro-knit tip that is durable and provides smooth writing

– Tip is retractable for protection when not using 

• Cons

– Dirt can collect in the micro-knit

– Length and weight are not as “pen-like”

• Cost

– $11 for two

New Trent Arcadia Stylus

• Pros

– Precision: Good (Smaller tip than most rubber tipped stylus)

– Tip is replaceable

– Length and weight are “pen-like”

– Tip are available in soft and firm depending on preference

• Cons

– Tips can stretch overtime

– Tips can drag on the screen

– Tips not retractable or protected when not in use

• Cost

– $20

Wacom Bamboo Stylus

• Pros

– Length and weight are somewhat “pen-like”

• Cons

– Precision: Ok (slightly better than just using your finger)

– Tips are “mushy”

– Tips drag and tear

– Tips not retractable or protected when not in use

• Cost

– $15

Griffin Stylus
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Tips & Tricks

• Create folders

– To create a folder all you need to do is tap and hold on an app until they 
all start to jiggle, then drag the app over another icon and release. 

– Your iPad will create a folder with both the apps in. The folder will be 
named according to the category of the apps it contains, but you can 
rename it. 

– Starting with iOS 7 there's no longer a limit on the number of apps you 
can put into a folder, so there's no more need for duplicate folders

• Orientation Lock or Mute

– Settings > General to choose between Lock Rotation and Mute. 

• Screen Snapshot

– Press and hold Home and then the Sleep/Wake button

• Charging

– Put in airplane mode and your device will charge faster.

Tips & Tricks

• Find My iPhone (or iPad)

– Settings > iCloud, enter your Apple ID and then turn Find My iPad ON

– If you lose your iPad, you can go to icloud.com or use Find My iPhone on 
another device to locate the iPad

• Caps lock

– Double tap shift key

• Copy and Paste

– Tap and hold down, and then choose Select to select the exact portion of 
text you'd like the copy. Next tap Copy, then go to a different app, and tap 
and hold down again, then tap Paste from the menu that appears. 

– Tip: To select an entire paragraph of text you need to tap four times.

• Replace a word

– When you hold down on a word to copy it, choose Select, then you will 
see a new option: Replace. Tap this and, you can see suggestions for 
alternative words that have similar spellings

Tips & Tricks
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• Hidden apostrophe key on the keyboard
– Rather than having to go to the second screen of the keyboard every 

time you want to type an apostrophe just tap and hold on the ! key and a 
hidden apostrophe option will appear - then just slide your finger up to 
access it.

• Quick Quotes
– You don't have to move the iPad's second keyboard screen to enter a 

quotation mark either. Simply tap and hold over the ? key and a quotation 
symbol appears, which you can select by moving your finger upwards.

• Add a full stop
– Doubletap the space bar at the end of a sentence. This adds a period 

and a space for you.
• Quicker websites

– Save time typing web addresses in Safari by using the iPad's ".com" key 
when typing in a URL. A little-known timesaver is that if you hold down 
the .com key you get access to a menu that offers a .co.uk and other 
options too.

Tips & Tricks

• Scrolling

– You can jump up to the top of any web site or list by tapping on the top of 
the title window.

• Zooming

– Pinch in or out with two fingers.

– Double tapping will also zoom in.

• Open links in new tabs

– You can open links in a new Safari tab, rather than always opening them 
in the current one. Just tap and hold on the link and a pop-over menu 
appears giving you the option to open the link in a new tab.

• Find text on a page

– You can search for a particular word on an open page in Safari. Type 
your word into the Google search box. You'll see a list of suggestions 
appear, and near the bottom you'll see "On This Page", showing how 
many times that word appears on the page. Tap the Find option to go to 
the first instance of the word. 

Tips & Tricks

• Preview more of your emails

– The iPad's Mail app defaults to previewing two lines of each email before 
you tap on it. Sometimes however it would be handier to be able to see 
more of an email before loading the whole thing in, especially if you are 
on a slow connection. To do this open the Settings app, then tap on Mail, 
Contacts, Calendars and change the Preview options to add more lines. 

• Switch keyboard to thumb mode

– Swipe two fingers across the keyboard. This displays a different 
keyboard, which allows you to type with your thumbs the same way you 
type on your iPhone.

– ***Alternatively, you can press the “dock and merge” button in the 
bottom righthand corner of the keyboard and drag up. The keyboard 
will turn into thumb mode, and you can also drag it wherever you want.

• There’s a built-in level gauge in the Compass app (iPhone)

– Open up the Compass app and swipe to the left and you’ll be at the level 
screen.

Tips & Tricks
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• Invert your colors for better nighttime browsing
– Inverting your colors will turn the screen black and the text white for less 

eye strain. 
– Go to Settings > General > Accessibility. Turn on “Invert Colors.”

• Customize Home Row
– You can fit a couple extra apps in there (the default is four, but it fits six) 

or swap apps in and out. Just click any app and hold until you get the 
jiggly icons.

– And you can move folders into the dock as well.
• Switching between Alpha and numeric characters

– Click the “123” button and slide up to the character you want to input. 
When you let go, the screen will jump back to the alphabet keyboard.

• Outsmart autocorrect
– Type an extra letter when trying to spell a contraction

• Make text larger (in supported apps)
– Settings > General > Text Size and adjusting it using the slider

Tips & Tricks

• Multitasking Gestures

– Settings > General > Multitasking Gestures > ON

– Use four or five fingers to:

• Pinch to the Home Screen

• Swipe up to reveal multitasking bar

• Swipe left or right between apps

• AirDrop

– A way to share files with other iPhone and iPad (not all devices are 
compatible) users using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth (both need to be enabled 
for it to work). Swipe up from the bottom of the screen to bring up Control 
Center and tap on AirDrop. Here you can choose to make your device 
discoverable for Contacts Only or Everyone or turn it off completely in 
here. When you choose someone to share with, or they choose you, 
there’s a notification giving you a preview of the file and the option to 
deny or accept the transfer.

Tips & Tricks

• Text and Message time stamps

– In iOS 7, you can view the sent/received times for each message (text 
and iMessage) by swiping left from anywhere within the chat history.

• Emails read aloud

– Siri can read out your email for you. Hold down on the Home key then 
say "Read my emails" to get the name of the sender, time and date sent, 
and subject of the email. Follow-up by saying "Yes" when asked if you 
want the text read out to you.

• Text editing

– Tapping text with two fingers will instantly highlight an entire line or 
paragraph instead of a single word.

• Notification Center

– Swipe down from the top of the screen to access.

– Displays your calendar for the day, reminders and notifications.

Tips & Tricks
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APPS

• There are many different apps that are available, many of which do 
similar things.

• They vary is cost and functionality.

• Some come with a free version that you can try.  They usually have built 
in advertising.  These apps can me upgraded to remove the advertising 
as a price.

• They are always changing and updating.

• Download apps from a trusted location……iTunes app store

• The best app is one that works for you!

Apps

Applications (APPS)
APP Function

NoteTaker HD** General note taking

TouchDraw** Sketching

MagicPlan / MagicPlan CSI Sketching

Floorplans Pro Sketching

RoomPlanner Sketching

PDF Provider** PDF conversion/scanning

GoodReader** Document management and 
notations

Google Earth** Imagery

Genius Scan Document scanning

iAnnotate PDF Document notations

Microsoft Office Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint*

Office documents
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Applications (APPS)
APP Function

Dropbox** File management/sharing

FileBrowser** File management

Team Viewer** File management/ remote access

Log Me In File management/ remote access

FRE (Fed Rules of 
Evidence)*

Reference

FRCP (Fed Rules of Civil 
Procedures)*

Reference

Eye-Fi** Photo management

WinZip* Document access

Red Laser* Bar code research

Dragon Dictation Dictation

O’Print Printer sharing

• By Software Garden Products

• More information available at http://www.notetakerhd.com/

NoteTaker HD

• By Software Garden

• General note taking app

• Used as the foundation of your field notes

• Advantages

– Can make templates

– Allows for hand written note taking

– Allows for typed note taking

– Has built in symbols and shapes

– Allows for importing photos and documents

• Disadvantages

– Doesn’t allow for custom symbols library

NoteTaker HD
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• Settings

– Default settings will get you started

– You may want to tweak some of them as you become more familiar 
with the app

NoteTaker HD

Folders
Contents/Preview

Folder editing Folder adding Help Settings Open View

Backup

Restore

Folder
Management

Folders
Contents/Preview

Folder editing Folder adding Help Settings Open View

Backup

Restore

Folder
Management
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Default new document name

Paper style

New Doc Initial Settings

Enter your email address here

Default email subject

Default email message

Default PDF options (leave these as 
the defaults.  They can be changed 
later when sending emails.)

Default Output Settings

Application Settings

Used when writing in zoom mode

4 available pen presents (can 
choose color and thinkness)
Remembers pen setting
PER-PAGE
PER-DOC
APP-WIDE
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• Folders

– Organize folders to make information easier to find

– Folder of Folders

– Folders of Documents

– New documents cannot be created in Folders of Folders.  

– Documents can only be created in a Folder of Documents.

– Folders can be deleted but only if they are empty.

NoteTaker HD

Folders

Folder editing Folder adding

Folder
Management

• Documents

– Must be in a Folder of Documents

– Create a new document

• Blank

• Templates

• Work in your document

– Write

– Add typed text

– Add shapes

– Add images

– Move items

NoteTaker HD
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Tap here to 
change document 

name

Auto
Advance

Zoom Size

Add text here

Change font 
here

Change 
margins/

justification 
here

Change 
outline size & 
colors here
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Tap, Hold and Drag

Drag Corner to 
change size

Tap on screen 
to move select 
box around
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• Tools

– Different choices for each mode

• Document name

• Page Thumbnail

• Duplicate Page

• Insert Page

• Email as image

• Pen Presents

• Object layering

• Duplicate objects

• Change ink color

• Copy/Paste

• Cut

NoteTaker HD

• Templates

– Any document can be made into a template

– Save a copy in the templates folder

– Import PDFs from other apps or sources

• Add your forms to TEMPLATES folder

– Site authorizations

– Questionnaires

– Background information sheets

– Evidence transfers

NoteTaker HD

• When finished at a site

– Always save your notes in pdf and native file formats.

– Do it from the site if you can (requires cellular capability on your 
device).

– This will ensure that you will have your notes in the event of 
problems with your device from the time you leave the site to the 
time you get back to the office.

NoteTaker HD
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Individual
Documents
in the folder

DeleteDuplicateStaple Move

Reorder 
pages and
documentsExport

Select Documents to export

Email To App Print

Customize option specific to this export
• Margin
• Footer
• Outline
• Background included/excluded

Select the app you 
want to send it to

More

Save To

Save to 
file locally 
on iPad

Email Open in
Another App

Saves a native backup file

Save

Select App

Sketching 
Apps
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• Various apps available

– MagicPlan

– MagicPlan CSI

– Floorplans Pro

– RoomPlanner

– TouchDraw

Sketching Apps

• By Sensopia

• More information available at www.Sensopia.com

MagicPlan/MagicPlan CSI

• Advantages
– Has a built in tutorial to teach you how to use the app
– Drawing rooms

• Can use the built in camera to diagram the room
• Can add rooms by free hand sketching

– Draws to scale
– Objects

• Has built in object symbol libraries
– Windows, Doors, Electrical, Furniture, Structural, Etc……

• CSI version has additional crime scene objects library
• Adding objects to sketch is simple; Walls cut out when objects added

– Drawings can be exported as PDF, JPG, PNG and SVG formats

• Disadvantages
• Requires a monthly/yearly subscription to access most features
• When at fire scenes the room corners may not always be identifiable
• When at fire scenes lighting my not be adequate

MagicPlan/MagicPlan CSI
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MagicPlan/MagicPlan CSI

• By Green Tea Software LLC

• More information available at www.Floorplansapp.com

FloorPlans Pro

• Advantages
– Has a built in tutorial to teach you how to use the app
– Draws to scale
– Objects

• Has built in object symbol libraries
– Windows, Doors, Furniture, Electrical, etc
– Adding objects to sketch is simple; Walls cut out when objects 

added
– Drawings can be exported as PDF, JPEG and native formats
– Has 3D capability

• Disadvantages
• Exports via email or dropbox
• Cannot export direct to other apps
• Cannot add custom objects/symbols to library
• Objects/symbols are limited

FloorPlans Pro
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FloorPlans Pro

• By Chief Architect Software

• More information available at www.roomplanner.chiefarchitect.com

Room Planner

• Advantages
– Has a built in tutorial to teach you how to use the app
– Draws to scale
– Objects

• Has built in object symbol libraries
– Windows, Doors, Furniture, Electrical, etc
– Adding objects to sketch is simple; Walls cut outs when objects 

added
– Drawings can be exported as JPEG
– Has 3D capability

• Disadvantages
• Export via email or save to photos
• Cannot export direct to other apps
• Cannot add custom objects/symbols to library
• Objects/symbols are limited

Room Planner
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FloorPlans Pro

• By Elevenworks LLC

• More information available at 
http://elevenworks.com/touchdraw/features

TouchDraw

• Advantages

– Draws to scale

– Objects

• Has built in object symbol libraries

– Windows, Doors, Furniture, Electrical, etc

• Can custom build objects and save in libraries

– Drawings can be exported as JPEG, PNG, PDF, Visio, SVG, native 
formats

– Can export directly to other apps

– Is the most robust sketching app

• Disadvantages

• Can be cumbersome to use

• Adding objects do not cut walls

• Does not have 3D capability

TouchDraw
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TouchDraw

File 
Organization

File Editing

Add Folders
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Open New Drawing

Select Tool

Line Tools

Free Draw Tool

Shape Tools

Multiple Segment Tool
Text Tool

Image Tool
Symbol Libraries

Stroke Tool
Fill Tool

Font Tool

Group & Alignment ToolAdjustment ToolInfoTool
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• Curved Lines

– Make a multi-segmented line using the Multi-segment Tool

– Tap and hold on a segment

– Select 

• Segment to Quad Curve (1 handle)

• Segment to Cubic Curve (2 handles)

– Drag the curve handles to adjust

• Dimensions

– Make a line

– Tap and hold

– Select Style As Dimension Line

– If you are drawing to scale the length will auto fill

– If not drawing to scale and to manually enter the value, double tap the 
line to bring up the text box

TouchDraw

• Making Objects or Symbols

– Create object using various separate shapes

– Group shapes together

• Select all the shapes

• Using the Group & Alignment Tool group the shapes together

– Create a text box for a label if you choose

– Convert the text box to paths

• Using the Adjustment Tool scroll to the bottom

• Select Convert Text to Paths

• The text will now scale as you change the size of the box

– Align the text with your grouped shapes

– Group the text with your grouped shapes

– Scale your object

– Save your object to the library

TouchDraw

• By DAR Software

• More information available at http://www.dar-
soft.com/index.php/products/pdf-provider

PDF PROvider
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• Converts documents and photographs to PDFs

• Has scanner functionality

• Has export to various outlets

– Email

– Printer

– Other apps

• Use to convert photos and documents to PDF and export to NoteTaker HD

– Once in NoteTaker HD you can draw and make additional handwritten 
notes on the document

PDF PROvider

List of PDF Documents

List of Documents

Web Browser

Your photos

Scanner Tool

Map application

Export Functions

• By Good I ware

• More information available at http://www.goodiware.com/

GoodReader
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• Used to manage and view documents and photos

• Can highlight and annotate documents and email the annotations for future 
reveiw

• Serves as a good location to store reference material for easy access while in 
the field

– Ignition Handbook

– NFPA 921

– NFPA 1033

– NEC

– ASTM’s

• Can compress files into ZIP

• Can export to other apps

PDF PROvider

Folders Tools
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Back to files
Tabs

Annotation Tools

• By Google

Google Earth
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• Used get aerial view of the loss site

• Provides GPS Coordinates

• Take a screen snapshot, covert to PDF and import into NoteTaker HD

– Draw incoming services to the structure

– Depict the structure’s roof line

– View a Street View of the structure

Google Earth

GPS CoordinatesOrient North UpGo to current position

Drag and drop 
for street view

• By Microsoft Corporation

Microsoft Office
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• View, Edit and create

– Word documents

– Excel Spreadsheets

– PowerPoint Presentations

Microsoft Office

• By Dropbox

• More information available at https://www.dropbox.com/

Dropbox

• Used to share documents between

– Devices

– Users if shared

• In order to share between devices, including your computer, the software will 
need to be installed on each of the devices

• Documents can be exported from other apps to Dropbox

• Serves as a backup when uploaded from the field

• Once uploaded it can be accessed at any time

• There are limitations on the amount of data that you can store

Dropbox
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• By Stratospherix

• More information available at 
http://www.stratospherix.com/products/filebrowser/

File Browser

• Used to share documents between computers

• No software is needed on the computers

• Can be used to access networks and servers

– Accessible when connected to the network thru wi-fi

– If not on the network, a VPN connection needs to be separately 
established provided the network is configured for it

• Looks and feel similar to Windows Explorer

• Documents can be exported from apps to File Browser then saved on the 
remote computer

File Browser

• By LogMeIn, Inc.

• More information available at https://secure.logmein.com/

Log Me In
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• Used to connect remotely to a computer

• Software is needed on the computers

• No VPN connection is needed

• Has an FTP function to save files to folders on the remote computer

• Documents can be exported from apps to Log Me In then saved on the 
remote computer

• The look and functionality is one of the best

• Requires a yearly subscription fee ($99)

Log Me In

• By TeamViewer

• More information available at http://www.teamviewer.com/en/index.aspx

Team Viewer

• Used to connect remotely to a computer

• Software is needed on the computers

• No VPN connection is needed

• Has an FTP function to save files to folders on the remote computer

• Documents can be exported from apps to Log Me In then saved on the 
remote computer

• Functions the same as Log Me In, but the look and feel is not as nice

• No yearly subscription needed

Team Viewer
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• By eBay, Inc.

• More information available at http://redlaser.com/

Red Laser

• Barcode reading app

• Allows you to scan a barcode on a product to potential identify what the 
product may be and who manufactured it

• Only works if the barcode survives the fire

Red Laser

• By eBay, Inc.

• More information available at http://www.eyefi.com/

Eye-Fi
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• Uses a combination of hardware and software.

– A wi-fi SD card inserts in your camera

– An application on your iPad links with the wi-fi SD card to transfer 
photographs.

• Gives higher quality photographs for importing into your notes.

• Ensures that any photograph in your notes is also part of your photograph 
collection.

• Depending on your camera, you can adjust the setting on the camera to only 
write to the Eye-Fi card at your discretion.

• Once the photo is uploaded into your iPad you have several options

– Import it as a photograph straight into your notes

– Convert it to a PDF then import it into your notes

Eye-Fi

• By Zero One Technology

• More information and download available at CNET 
http://download.cnet.com/OPrint/3000-18507_4-75975705.html

• What it does

– It shares your network printers over your wi-fi network.

– Allows you to print to your network printers from your device.

– Turns your network printer into an AirPrinter.

• This is not an app for your iPad.

• This is a Windows Utility Program installed on your computer.

O’Print

• Tablets are a great resource to use in the field, but there are some limitations

– No need to worry about having enough paper

– No need to carry multiple forms with you

– Incorporate photographs into your notes

• A picture is worth a 1000 words

• Limitations of using a tablet include:

– Battery life

– Inclement weather

– Damage from physical abuse

– Apps can crash and lose data…..SAVE OFTEN!

• Always protect your tablet

Summary
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• There are many applications available

– Download from a trusted site

– Use what works for you

• Applications can be used to:

– Take handwritten notes

– Incorporate photographs into your notes

– Share documents

– Manage documents

– Draw sketches

– Access remote computers/networks

Summary

Tutorials

Questions?


